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Hr rjlipino

ooight Is
Worthy Purpose

P.9.' \

%JOL- XXXIII

Think Before Voting
On Proposed
PSA Amendments

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, May 26, 1939

jirrHE

SIDELINES
With PHIFKK

MEMORIAL DAY
| I "One flag, one land,

Scholarship
Band Concert
Is Tonight

ijmG Was

" i ken the Grand Army of the Re" Public monopolized the Influential
olltical and financial positions of
- 'Vvje country.

- L 'With step only slightly slower

LEADER

Fourteen Schools Represented In Two-Day Meet;
Extemp, Oratory Competition Also To Be Held

Undergraduate Fund
For the purpose of establishing
a Scholarship Fund for deserving
Filipino students at the College of
Pacific, the celebrated Philippine
Army (Constabulary) Band of 110
pieces, under the direction of Lt.
Col. W. H. Loving, P. A., will play
tonight in the Stockton High
School Auditorium, at 8:15 o'clock.
Last week the PACIFIC WEEK
LY announced that the funds de
rived from the concert would be
divided between the Filipino Com
munity and the Scholarship Fund.
Since that edition the Community
Association has decided that the
entire proceeds from the concert
will be given to the scholarship
fund.
Bill Villaruz, President of the
College of Pacific Filipino Club
has been working on this matter
for the past week and as a result
of his efforts the funds will not
be divided as originally planned.
He is also actively engaged in

m when they followed Sherman,
Grant, or Thomas, they found
tie tim^o fight over again the
tties of Gettysburg, Antietam,
d Murfreesboro. They were too
sy running the nation,
knd why shouldn't they? Were
t they the saviors of the union,
'
be men who had replied to the
n
' &U in mighty chorus, "We are
% I orning, Father Abraham, a hun. ' red thousand strong?"
. t:>, Time was when Memorial Day
erades included long files of the
nen of '65 in slightly faded blue
" niforms, an ever fainter echo of
he glorious days of '65 when,
tter Appomatox, the army had
s grand review in Washington,
"lit Then, for three days the boys
'' k i blue, task completed, marched scllinK tickets for the affa,r and
reviewing stand. There 18 in char«e ot designing and
a3l the
bpitood stern-visaged Andrew John- i Plannln£ the souvenir programs
' • „ 0n,1 and some imagined the Mar- whlch/,iU be glven out at the
y
ir
I concert
, yred President looked over his
_ __ ' „ „
NATIVE COSTUME DISPLAY
'- .Successor's shoulder, waving h
all silk hat at the boys and tell- .
,
B
tVFRTl ng them, albeit silently, "I'm to
appearance of
a
score
. -• ™ roU(j 0f you"
° attractive Filipino girls
,
[.
in their native formal costumes
bince I nen " . • . . • and gowns, acting as ushers. Their
1 r - in ever-increasing plot in the cor- appearance
in Sacramento last
r .in • ler
of
every
cemetery
from Monday evening at the Philippine
v ": -. Haine
to Missouri and even a Band Concert there provided a
ew as far west as California— colorful scene which provoked
las held the last remains of the much comment
)-'"t|| 0ys of '65.
The list of organizations back
One by one the local posts of ing the concert includes: The
" tkffllsi he G. A. R. dwindled and died, Stockton Musicians' Association,
' ' " • r,-} ill the annual Gettysburg en- Chamber of Commerce, The Stockampments of the Blue and the ton Musical Club, Stockton High
oai [ray have passed away into his- School, Lodi Union High School,
>'W urn °ry.
| The College of Pacific, Pacific
"h in il£ Even the survivors of Roose- i Conservatory of Music, the Paci' nesdsy.
elt's Rough Riders and the others fio Filipino Club, Manteca Chrisf '98 are few and far between tian Church, Modesto First Metho' •"•I'lpn oday.
And (can we deny it?) dist Church and many others.
'
:* Le youthful doughboys of '17 walk SELL OUT ANTICIPATED
> .
u. rith a step less springy, occasion-i Those engaged in promoting the
•i ;or g, Jly noticing the silver mounting concert are predicting a complete
•-•••'".i tal figher over the temples.
sell-out.
The auditorium seats
'
TiniG
• .| nearly 2300 people and provisions
o— (Us Carl Sandburg's "Grass," cov- are being made to sell S. R. O,
Vol VF, MS rs all. The Bloody Angle at tickets to those coming late.
Last Monday evening many muJettysburg is but a grassy plot,
. unci, .distinguished from its pastoral sic lovers travelled over a hun•r It '.to :ounterparts only by the marble dred miles to attend the Sacra.
•J;s,i nonuments decking its green sur- mento outdoor concert. Similar
ml»ace
interest is being shown the Stock-
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N. F. L. PREP DEBATE Lawson Award
TOURNEY STARTS ON To Be Made
On June 10
COP CAMPUS TODAY

Famed Filipino Band
Plays For C. 0. P.

• L e heart, one hand, one
jation ever m or e." —
'•Jolmes.

S

E/LKLY

PACIFI

Concert

.

Fourteen high schools represented by twenty-six de
bate teams and many individual speakers are participat
ing in the annual debate tournament for Northern Cali
fornia being held today and tomorrow on the Pacific
campus.

-I; .'v-'

v

'

Subject for the debates is the^
official National Forensic League
question,
"Resolved:
that
the
United States should form an al
liance with Great Britain."

MSS TO GO
ON SALE
MONDAY

Outstanding Performance
To Be Recognized
Night Of "Electra"

When "Electra," one of the
foremost tragedies of all time, is
given in the Outdoor Theatre on
June 10 as the final Little The
atre production of the season, the
F. Melvin Lawson award for the
foremost Pacific dramatic contri
bution of the year will also be
presented.
Prevoius winners of the plaque
are Evelyn Barnett and Bob Eley.
Audrey Krasnow, who will be
remembered for several roles this
season, will be featured in the title
role.
Since her transfer from
Sacramento J. C. in September,
she has appeared in four different
presentations.

College Of Pacific
To Graduate 106
"Bachelor" Candidates For June 12
Announced By Deering's Office
A total of 106 students will receive either the Bach
elor of Arts or Bachelor of Music degrees at the com
mencement exercises of the College of Pacific, June 12.
Twenty-one of these have already completed their re
quirements for graduation, the other 86 being listed
•as "tentative" by the Registrar's

RENUNION OF
VALLEYITES
IS TUESDAY

° ffice
Those

who will definitely grad
uate, having fulfilled requirements
during the summer session, 1938, or
in the fall semester, 1938-39, are:
Wilhelmina Harbert, Glenn Harper,
Genevieve Moran, James Wilson,
Joy Wilson, Dorothy Van Gelder,
Philip Alosi, Aileen Buoy, Roy Cencirulo, Al Codiga, Milton Kwate,
Mary Lomprey, Marjorie Nichols,
Dick Patriquin, Martin Shearer,
Barbara Squires, Mary Taylor, Mar
jorie Vachon, Vada Ward, Glenn
Wilson, and Primo Yob.

DOUBLE CONTEST
The tournament is the official
Hail to Death Valley! Here
contest in Northern California for
MSS, Pacific's new literary
is an item of interest for all
both the National University Ex
magazine, will be on the mar
persons who have gone on
WILLIAM VILLARUZ, president tension Association and the Na
ket next Monday for fifteen
Death
Valley
expeditions,
of the Filipino Students' Club at tional
Forensic
League.
The
cents.
either this or previous years.
Pacific, has been instrumental in winners in the various contests
Those who have not already
Next
Tuesday,
Memorial
arranging for tonight's Scholar are state champions in their own
signed up for at least one
Day, a big Death Valley re
HOBSON
MAKES
EXIT
right, and qualify to participate in
ship Band Concert.
copy are urged to do so im
union is slated, and all those
-the national tournament in Bever
mediately, either
outside
Henry Hobson, who will be play
who have participated in trips
ly Hills this June.
Room 202 in the Ad Build
ing his last role on the Pacific
are urged to come.
Along
CLASS OF '39
One peculiar feature of the lo
ing or with Jeanne Wood
stage, will be seen in the other
with
other
entertainment
fea
cal tournament is that it is an
ruff at the Gym.
Those who will complete require
lead. Also in the strong portray
tures will be the showing of
other "tournament within a tour
MSS will be printed with
ments this semester and are there
als that the play affords are
Death Valley Trip pictures.
nament." The first place winner
an attractive cover designed
fore listed as tentative graduates
Claribel Coffman, Eugene Minson,
The highlight of the eve
qualifies to participate at Bev
by Bob Bastian, done in gray
are:
Bob Laning, and Dick Mirski.
ning will be a good old Death
erley Hills. If he is an N. F. L.
and magenta.
Marion Akers, William Avery,
The chorus, which follows the
Valley dinner at 6 o'clock,
man, the highest ranking non-N.
This year's magazine marks
Eusebio Ballogdajan, Artelle Bax
original Greek idea, is under the
which should hit the spot for
F. L. competitor also qualifies,
the premeire of an annual
ter,'Wade Beckwith, Norma Bentdirection of John Crabbe and
all those attending.
and vice versa.
publication of literature writ
Windmiller, McCall
ley, Richard Bentley, Betty Booth,
Miss Mae Shaw, and is led by
PLAN FOR DEBATE
ten by the students of the
Barbara Bower, Frederick Boyes,
Barbara Albertson.
Explain Procedure
All teams entered in debate will
College of Pacific and Stock
Junan Bronzich, Honario Burigsay,
Students who will make up the
participate in the opening five
ton ^unior College.
Mariam Burton, Bernice Campbell,
chorus are Bobbin Gay Peck, Toni
In a meeting after assembly yes rounds. Those who lose less than
Lora Lou Childs, Elmyran Cooper,
Rifberg, Lois Wheeler, Laurie Apterday, the Stockton Junior Col three debates in the opening
Peggy Corkett.
plegarth, Bernadine Badger, Judy
lege candidates for graduation rounds will participate in three
Sullwold, Marie Sala, Vada Ward,
DENISON TO IJAMS
were told of the details for the more rounds. Further debates will
Reba Sinclair and Bernice Markograduation ceremony.
be held only if necessaiy to break
Alan Denison, Harold Dieckmann,
witz.
Mr. Louis E. Windmiller, Stock a tie.
Verna Dunstan, .Wesley Dunton,
The tournament section on or
FARLEY, PECK PROGRAM
ton J. C. registrar, emphasized the
Richard Eaton, Erwln Farley, Ken
Warmer Reveals
fact that graduation depends upon iginal oratory will find twelve
neth Farr, Francis Finney, Carl
Last
night,
in
preparation
for
On June 12, 1939, ten candidates
the grades and attendance of the competitors; extemporaneous
"Vital"
Statistics
Frisen, Mary Galton, Barbara Gam
the famous Greek tragedy, a pro
mons, Margaret G»~rge, Edwin
students in their present courses. speaking, eight; oratorical decla will receive the Master of Arts
gram was given by Dr. Fred
Caps and gowns can be rented mation, nine; dramatic declama degree from the College of the
During the first month of the Gholz, Harmon Ginn, irvin Grubb3,
Farley
and
Bobbin
Gay
Peck.
Dr.
Jack Guggolz, Sadae Hamada,
at the College Bookstore for $1.50, tion, sevep; and humorous decla Pacific.
Farley's talk on the Electra theme Living Endowment Fund Drive,
Doris Hancock, Homer Hansen,
but must be returned by noon mation, six. All entrants in these
Two College of the Pacific stu in general, and a reading of 108 College of the Pacific alumni
sections will participate in at
Myron Harmon, Kenneth Hench,
of the following day.
dents
will receive the Master of O'Neill's "Mourning Becomes Elec have contributed $1259.50 toward Madge Hepburn, Philip Hood,
least
two
rounds.
Dr. Roy C. McCall, in charge of
Arts degree in Music — David tra" made up the evening's enter the establishment of the fund, ac Mitchell Hooking, Edith Ijams.
the processional march, explained WIDE ENTRY RANGE
tainment.
Participating schools include the Harms and Erwin Ruff.
the details to the candidates.
Euripedes' drama will be given cording to Mr. Charles Warmer, KANEDA TO NOTEWARE
Sylvester
Knowles,
Yuba
City
following:
Fresno,
Santa
Rosa,
The graduation committees are:
one night only.
The box-office who is in charge of the drive.
Arlis Kaneda, 'William Kirkman,
Program, President, Dwayne Or- Roosevelt of Fresno, Sacred Heart High School, will receive his Mas
opens
June
5,
and
the
regular sea
Initial use of the fund will be Gertrude Knoll, Edward Koehler,
ton; chairman, Robert Gordon and of San Francisco, Sequoia, of Red ter's in History and Political Sci
son tickets are good.
made' in August with the pur Dorothy Kollin, Mildred LagomarLouis
Windmiller;
decorations, wood City, Lodi, Lowell of San ence; Harold Hutchinson, Wheat
land
High
School,
Mathematics.
Francisco,
St.
Joseph's
of
Berke
chasing of equipment for the sino, June Lane, Alvin Liedstrand,
Miss Charlotte Spalteholtz, chair
Six
will
receive
an
M.
A.
in
Edu
ley,
Vallejo,
Madera,
Hanford,
Mo
man, Miss Helen Danner, Mr. Rob
Senior College.
The alumni coun Muriel Logerwell. Catherine Lund,
cation: Henrietta Horton and ClePatricia Mason, Frank McDonnell,
ert Fenix, Dr. Clarence J.,arsonv desto and .Stockton
cil, Mr. O. H. Ritter, and depart George Meyers, Jean Miller, Robert
It might be interesting to note ta Bell, Sutter Junior High School,
processional and seating, Dr. Roy
ment heads will be in charge of Morris,
Merle
Morton,
Marie
McCall, chairman, Miss Opal Berg, that Ripon High School won the Peter Jacobs, principal of the Rio
the purchases.
Vista Elementary Schools, Edward
Nichols, Norman NIteware.
tournament
held
at
their
city
some
Mr. Fred Clark. These commit
Buchanan, principal of the Ele
The living endowment will con
tees were appointed by President tifne ago, whereas Lowell won the
RAUSCH TO WALTERS
mentary School at Fair Oaks,
tournament
at
San
Francisco
State
sist of all contributions over and
Orton.
Hertha Rausch, Paul Rippon,
College. The entries from Stock Arthur Kincaid, principal of the
above the alumni membership fee
ton also caused comment, since Orrick High School, and Louis
Following are
the
proposed Ail money will be treated as in Rudolph Rivera, Jack Roscelli, NorStockton has not usually entered Windmiller, registrar of the Stock amendments to the PSA Constitu come, not as endowment to earn vin, Ruess, Virginia Sack, Arnold
' the m
Even the Gold Star mothers less Jtoa Program,
Scott, Lucian Scott, Glen Shaljean,
Critics
of
the
various
newston Junior College.
competitive speaking.
tion, to be voted on in Assembly income.
frequently make national headThursday. June 1:
Under the leadership of Mr. Lorene Shook, William Siegfried,
.
lines on their pilgrimages to the PaP«™ in the San Joaquin Valley
1. References to class standing Warmer, 157 members of the John Spooner, Betty Rae Stone,
: t^Ileuse-Argonne, or other immor- have indicated their intentions to
refer
to scholastic standing, unless Alumni Association have sent out Claire Tatton, Alice Tilton, Carmen
al places in the heart of France attend tonight's program, includTindall, Ralph Trembley, Walter
ln
those
f
otherwise designated. For example, over 7000 pieces of mail. As
vhere the stars and stripes wave
*
° Sacramento, Modesto,
Presenting essentially the laissezVan Sandt, Nell Vickroy, Alice
to have attained High Junior stand result, the class of 1876, consist
forever
over
rows
of
white | Manteca, Tracy, Lodi and Stock- faire attitude toward economic
Warrens, Ellen Werner, Louise
ing
the
student
must
have
success
ing
of
two
people,
has
co-operated
problems, Dr. Tolly C. Knoles con
West, Virginia Weston, Julianne
fully
passed
75
units,
or
any
other
unanimously. The class of 1936
."[AnTnow, next Tuesday, a for-|
™ly C. Knoles president cluded the year's program for the
Wright,
Jack
Ziegler, D a w n
number adopted by the Registrar has given the most money at the
, 5 getful nation already intent upon j
the College of Pacific, and Dr. International Affairs Club with a
Walters.
for
High
Junior
standing
should
present
time,
with
contributions
Watch a -the "Next World War" pauses for Macario D. Bautista, president of discussion of modern capitalism
o
some change from the present re having been received from thirty^another
Memorial
Day.
Ap-jthe Stockton Filipino community, last Tuesday afternoon, May 23, in
quirement of 75 units be made.
will head the local civic leaders the S. C. A. Rooms.
two classes, ranging from 1876 to
1856 Catalog Gives Lie To Present Belief
proached by a member of the Le2. Class Elections shall be held 1938.
• Utlv PC|8'on Auxiliary, Mr. Busy Business wh° are Plannirl8 to be in the "There can be no capitalism with
That Life At C 0. P. Is "A Tough Grind"
at the same time as the regular
out debt," he said. "Debt is a very
Man absent-mindedly drops a dime
« «T uSpring Elections, with the exception
bad
thing,
as
any
college,
city,
or
•' in the outstretched palm, pins the I
,
out of last year's Preps only 16 of Election of Frosh officers, which
By BUFORD BUSH
" L .
.
Si
Tickets are available at Furh- business enterprise can attest."
Freshman
standing)
16 shall be held in the Fall. Class
Born into a complicated edu made
P
PP
- I irl/T
^
7
v,
man's Music Company, the Pacit
In
the
opinion
of
Dr.
Knoles,
the
For the benefit ot the Far East
l ,
(A 3 spring suit, and idly wonders how
,
.
Ko Ll^1 \i
1 „
i
fic Conservatory office, in care of true attack needs to be made upon cational system, were you? Fifty Freshman, 10 Sophomores, and 5 officers will take control at the
ern Service Fund, Mr. Ching Wah
-"the P°or fell0W Wh0 made lt 181 Dean Elliott, at the box office of the use of credit and the conse years too late, were you? Things Juniors. (It was too tough for opening of the Fall Semester.
Lee, movie actor and companion
3. No Pacific Student Association
the Stockton High School, Lodi quent creation of debt. He believes and student life were easier in the the Seniors)).
to Paul Muni in "The Good
member
may
hold
in
any
one
year
The Female department with 63
ngin
• I High School office, and from mem- that an attempt at economic plan good old days, were they?
Earth," will speak at the Chris
Announcement
that
Mrs.
Joyce
more
than
one
major
appointive
Sucker! You're lucky and aren't enrolled fared little better, Pre
j Memorial Day is, of course, a tlerg of the Filipino Club of the ning, whether directed at this end
Jacoby will resign as secretary of tian Church, Sutter and Lindsay
paratories having 54, Junior Year or elective position which runs for
state and not a national holiday. c0nege Qf pacific. All tickets are or another, would necessitate die aware of the fact.
the Student Christian Association streets, this Sunday afternoon at
the
entire
academic
year.
The
7, and the Middle Year 2.
The custom started in the days one price> forty-cents.
tatorship.
Therefore, he stands JUST SUPPOSE—
at the end of this semester was 3:30.
This brings us to the final ac Editor of the PACIFIC WEEKLY
immediately after the Civil War,
Music lovers are urged to ar- strongly behind what has been
His topic will be "Students vy
The year is 1856. You are in
shall be included in this category, ma.de this week by the S. C. A.
counting
of
the
Catalog
thusly:
probably as a result of the cus- r;ve ag eariy as possible for there termed laissez-faire.
China Today."
possession of Mom's lunch, Dad's
Advisory Board.
although
only
holding
a
semester
"Whole Number of Females 63.
torn Southern mothers had of | wm i,e no reserved seats,
After the talk presented by Dr paternal blessing and a horse.
In addition to being a movie
Mrs. Jacoby has been in charge
Whole Number of Males 104" position as Editor.
Knoles, club members participated You are faced with an arduous
sprinkling flowers over the graves
4. The Executive Committee shall of the "Y" work on the campus for star, Mr. Lee is a prominent lead
Comparative expenses show
in the usual discussion period. Mrs. ride from your San Francisco
er of Chinese activities in San
of their war dead.
1^"*
. C+..JT/-.
have the power to set the regular the past two years.
G. A. Werner acted as hostess for home to Santa Clara. You are quite a divergence from our
In 1868 General John A. Logan, OSmpUS OTUulO
He is one of the
Her successor, one of four appli Francisco.
dues of the Association before the
the afternoon, assisted by Guy to enroll as a student of the Uni stream-lined 1939-40 model but re
ommander-in-chief of the G. A l £nCjS SeaSOn
opening of the Fall Semester at cants under consideration by the founders of the Chinese Digest, a
Wakefield, social chairman of the versity of the Pacific for the main rock bound in one instance
., designated the thirtieth day of
a sum between $7.50 and $10.00 a Advisory Board, will be named be monthly Chinese paper published
—"College bills are to be paid to
t
h
e
club.
in America.
May as the day on which
|KJAVI. U / a p t
Academical Year of 1856-57.
fore the end of the semester.
semester.
A former zoologist, he is a
graves o f N o r t h e r n soldiers s h o u l d I i C A l *' C C A
According to the University cata the Treasurer in advance in each
graduate of the University of Cali
log for that year (now the prized session." Or haven't you had your
be decorated.
.
«jf you don't like horror st'ories
fornia, and is director and man
In Northern States this date is ^
^ ^ Ra(Jio gtage to.
possession of the catalog files of reminder from Comptroller Ritager of the trade and travel bu
'universal, but the former Confedthe College of the Pacific—The ter?
gtated ^ Farey>
Here they are for 1856-57:
reau of Chinatown.
University of the Pacific's grand
erate States have largely selected "
|dlrector of tonight's producTuition
in
common
English
Ushers at the church will be
others, some April 26, some May
, a Jrror ^ystery
Latest addition to Pacific's ath son), you're really in for a time. $20.00 (no quotation for preferred
More than thirty seniors tiptoed Jack
u<?n'
rjVl
Churchill,
Harris
Sidel,
10, and one, at least, June 3.
Incidentally,
the
catalog
was
letic family is Steven Edward
off the campus last Tuesday morn Quincy Hamilton, Sam Takagishi,
I i
play.
printed by Whitton, Towne and English).
JOKG • • • • • • • *
The following schedule will be Koehler, born at the Dameron
ing
for
the
annual
Senior
Sneak,
Debate awards recognizing vary
Tuition in Scientific Course
Toshi Kaneda, Trevor Griffiths
Co.'s Excelsior Steam Presses.
Especially when you happen to presented next week, the final Ho_spital last Thursday, May 18,
ing degrees of intercollegiate parti celebrated this year with a boat- and Robert Morris. There will be
$30.00.
Excerpts*
from
the
aforemen
be chatting with us on the SIDE- week 0f broadcasting from the at 9:30 a. m. to Mrs. Ed Koehler,
Tuition in Collegiate Life $40.00 cipation were made at yesterday's ride down the Stockton channel. a silver offering.
tioned catalog are going to dispel
the former Mildred Saugstad.
Paul Rlppon and Ed Koehler
piNES it may be helpful to have' Campug studlo
(If
it's anything like the modern semi-annual award assembly.
Proud Papa Koehler, Senior Class all thoughts of this "born too late"
this label handy so that you know
Today, with Dr.
Veteran Debater Erwin Farley, were in charge of the traditional
The
Worid
version
of
Collegianna
instruction
business. "No one will be admit
president of the PSA, was the only event, proclaimed one of the most
what you're getting.
Knoles, at 11:15 a. m. on Monday. president, gave the weight of Pa
ted into the Freshman Class until the '56 collegian was lucky.)
cific's
future
star
as
five
pounds,
one to have more than one star successful "Sneaks" in history.
Diogenes was walking through
Musical Portraits, at 2:00 p. m,
Tuition
in
Spanish
$10.00.
he has completed his 14th year."
two ounces.
The seniors had lunch eighteen
on the gold Block P award, highest
America a few years back still on q-ueS(jay.
Tuition
in
French
$10.00.
Mrs. Koehler and son, both doing And in 1939 you get by with 12
miles down the channel where they
one
in
local
foresic
circles.
His
four
Parrying his immemorial lantern
parade, with Bobbin
The
Janitor's Fee $2.00.
Furthermore—"All candidates for
years of successful forensic com dropped anchor to eat swim and
"ind still on his endless quest.
, Gay Peck) at ll;15 a. m. on Wed- fine, will be home from the hospital
Matriculation Fee $10.00.
admission must
produce testi
tomorrow.
petition gave him three stars on bask in the sun. On the return
Coming to an aged veteran of nesday.
Printing
$1.00.
monials of good moral character.
trip, the boat was docked next to
Members of the new S. C. A.
the
gold P.
the war between the states, DiogCampus Correspondent, with Bill
Females with Embroidery and
Something tells me your entrance
Receiving one star on the gold a dredge while an inspection trip cabinet held ' their first meeting
nes asked, "And what was your gecker at 2:00 p. m. on WednesPiano,
less
Science
and
French,
requirements are a little stiffer
Block P were Martin Pulieh, Marie was made by the grads-to-be.
in the S. C. A. rooms of Anderson
losition 'n the war?"
day.
even if Subject A isn't mentioned. could get by for $133. Speaking Nichols, Doris Hancock, Gladys
The party docked at Dad's Point Hall on Monday, May 22, with
"A private," replied the old man,
pacific Symposium, at 1:15 p. m,
Still, upon one point there is of Embroidery—"Embroidery and Bartholomew, and Gregg Phifer.
at 7 p. m., ending a twelve-hour the old cabinet members in attend
and Diogenes blew out his lamp
pn Thursday.
no change.
. . and no student, Music are recommended if the
Those who received the gold excursion.
ance. Alice Hall, newly elected
Radio Stage at 8:30 p. m. on
and went home.
who absents himself from the ex time and abilities of the student Block P for the first time were
president,
was in charge.
Friday.
amination, or who has failed to are sufficient to ensure respectable John Fanucchi, Bill Biddick, and
Quotable Quote
Main topic of the meeting was
—o
attainments
therein."
Only
it
Fred
Boyes,
business
man
All who have meant good work
master the studies of the session,
Carl Fuller.
Freshman
activities.
Discussion
ager of the Naranjado, an
"with their whole hearts have done
will be permitted to proceed with didn't mention to which depart
Silver Block P awards went to
centered around the Frosh Mixei,
nounced this week that the
his class, unless such deficiency ment the recommendation was to Orville Fletcher, Allen Breed, and
Kood work, although they may
Frosh Club, and the orientation
apply.
1939 yearbook will be dis
Hi" before they have the time to
be made up by extra study."
Claude Hogan. Jean Miller received
of
new students.
Membership
Heard
over
KGDM
next
Friday
tributed on June 1, next
(sign It."—Robert Louis Stevenson,
a star on her silver P.
MEN LIVE WITH PREXY
"WHOLE NUMBER" 167
plans,
finance,
and
publicity
were
morning, June 2, from 7:45 to 8:00
Thursday.
Certificates of forensic participa
o
That brings up the situation of
An old tradition will be revived
also discussed.
"Board, including room fur
o'clock
will
be
a
round
table
dis
Co-editors Francis Finney
your classmates in which you nished with bed-stead, mattress tion were awarded Lois Archibald cussion of vocational problems by
Attending the meeting was Mr.
at next Thursday's assembly when
and Bob Bastian promise
might be interested, especially as and pillows (What, no' springs?) Dorothy Guerin, Joe Thornton, Les six members of the June graduat John Stevenson of the University
. all graduating seniors will walk
novel photographic layouts
there is both a male and a female fuel and lights, with privilege of Jacobsen, Donald McAdams, Har ing class of Stockton J. C.
of California, who is the chairman
down the
the -—"to
auditorium
Next Tuesday, May 30,i, will
will be
be | down
tne aisles
aisles of
ol ....
and "a snappier book in gen
riet Kientz, and Elton Martin.
of the Pacific Southwest Field
department.
Bath-Room (Ah! Ha! So they too
erveu as Decoration |
U
gowns to
officially observed
in their caps and go^to
Leaders
of
the
discussion
will
be
At the assembly, the trophies
eral."
The cover will be
In the Male Department you had to fight for the shower!) and
Council of Student YMCA. Mr.
'ay by all Pacificites. A legal their places for the last time
Professor
Bob
Fenix
and
Lawrence
won
during
the
season's
competi
black with orange lettering,
will have approximately 104 class- Wash-Room with fuel and furniStevenson is making a tour of
Berger
of
the
State
Employment
holiday, the day will be a twenty- ^Ed KoeWer,^
sen,01.8
tion both intercollegiate and intra
and the inside color scheme
all the colleges in this district
mates—73 Preparatories, (and this
Service.
Continued on Page 2 mural, were re-awarded.
is red.
1
preparatory
racket
is
tough,
for
failed cTf ' The'grind' continues on to rent their caps and gowns by
1
.
'
I this time,
ednes lay.
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Alumni Drive
Nets $1,250
First Month

Ten Will Receive
Master Of Arts
Degree In June

Amendments
Up For Vote
Next Week

Knoles Hits
Debt System

EXPERT

"THE GOOD OLD DAYS"—
MAY PACIFIC NEVER
SEE THEM AGAIN!

Joyce Jacoby To
Resign As
S. C. A. Secretary

Koehlers Welcome
New Arrival

Chinese Star
Speaks Here

Debaters Receive Seniors Sneak Out
Tuesday Morning
Annual Awards;
Farley Rates High

S.C.A. Cabinet
Discusses Frosh
Plans For Fall

NARANJADO
TO BE OUT
JUNE I

Seniors To Revive
Old Tradition

Holiday Tuesday

Jaysees To Hold
Radio Discussion
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HIGH SCHOOL SPEAKERS

S. C. A. BUILDING GOING UP:
WHAT DO I NEED THIS FOR?

on the College of the Pacific campus today and to
morrow are the outstanding representatives of the
hieh schools of Northern California. Let's remem
ber to extend to them every courtesy of our campus.
Forensic activity, some say, does not belong in
the high school curriculum, where ideas are imma
ture and minds not yet competent to grasp the intri
cacies of a question such as they are discussing this
year, the proposed alliance between Great Britain
and the United States.
Yet these same minds are considered competent
t o write essays and to answer examination ques
tions on such subjects as the causes for the United
States entrance into the World War or the reasons
why Brazil has remained a backward nation Why
is it more outrageous to ask them to SPEAK on a
subject like the present one?
.
Would the educator argue that there is something
intrinsically different between WRITING and
SPEAKING one's opinions and conclusions? Do
they maintain that there is something peculiarly bad
about the speaking situation? Are the youthful
minds" influencing others- wrongly by their words;
Many an educator schooled in history, political
science, and English fails to realize that speech is
something everyone has to use every day Knowl
edge of how to find the square root of 2345 or recol
lecting that Monroe promulgated his famous doc
trine in 1823 may or may not help the student at a
later date.
.
The ability to speak clearly and distinctly, _ to
think and organize under fire is sure to help him.
That's where debating, extemporaneous speaking,
oratory, and the other forms of speech activity aid
the individual student, in high school no less than
in college.

BOMBSHELL OF THE WEEK .

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS.

THIS

WHEN YOU

BACKSTAGE

Read

By GLADYS HUGHES

This week we bring you not the
deep, serious fiction we promised,
but some adventure fiction that
MlNG:
has no great merit, but is just
loud
the thing for that "term-paper
.portih#
®rhead." It is guaranteed not to
f*rley u s a
dead
cause any mental effort whatso
-°9t
ever.
INDIAN INTERLUDE
dither af
_ to0 bad
First on our list is the fascinat
1 vfee*'end- ' '
vvny do
ing EAST AND WEST by Tal
bot Mundy, the gentleman who is
By TWINCHELL
famous for his fascinating histori
IMPRESSIONS OF A
cal novel, TROS OF SAMOTHSENIOR SNEAK
RACE. This new one is a story
By GAIL SCHEERE
»> 8oi»e
it's only
Log of the Good Ship '39
of love and intrigue in the prov
tb
7 a. m.: I turned over and ince of Kadur, not far from the ELECTRA AND ELECTRICS
°
And ^'ve d,S
A-en
went back to sleep.
famous Khyber pass. Two men,
When we were wending our wayU ' bidden talents. . • •
7:15 a. m.: "Get up! We're pull an English secret service officer to the Radio Studio the otheijm01"6 perns to do all
ing a fast one on the school to and a Hindu prince, battle for the night, we came out of our fog longjJ8-53 s
our eyes
^
day!" I rise reluctantly.
love of an American girl. Cer enough to notice that the lights^' 'V at the Dor
7:30 a. m.: Breakfast at Gould's, tainly it's hokum, but you'll get were burning in the Outdoor The-v Popf .,
*
- • T£?
which should be spelled "Ghoul's." a thrill or two out of it.
atre. Well-we had a moment sofc
many orchids
7:45 a. m.: All set, except we
Our choice for the hit of the we "snuck" in, sat on the fresh! to be t0° or what wa"
have to wait for Bentley.
book is the Irish assistant of the paint of the benches, and watchedLfort ' „ J ' about a raffh
8:00 a. m.: Still waiting for English officer, a likely lad who Audrey Krasnow do a bit of herLv°r sa'
Olive Clark
Bentley.
can't let native wine nor women role—which is ELECTRA herself]*e
behind her. . •
8:15 a. m.: You guessed it.
alone. His alibis are rare and
Still using her book, no movelK1
shall we «*y, *
8:30 a. m.: We're off in a cloud wondrous things.
ment set yet, and nothing to use)*1 in'
. Roger Cros.
of something or other that doesn't
Another of the adventure thrill for setting the mood except the! J10011' j 'with flowers "i
smell nice.
ers guaranteed to lull and soothe wind, Audrey went into her char-f ar°un eaiiy looked a""
8:45 a. m.: The Pacific Pilgrims the tired mind is DEEP WATER acter with a terrific bang. Whatiir • ' ' '
—
- • and
my boybig time this
collect at Dad's Point. Everybody ISLAND by Alan Le May. It is an she is doing
n
to that part
jw w
wiur°
f0r a
knew his way there.
interesting little tale of a man, a make it compulsory for every one tie'3
9:00 a. m.: Heck, no juniors to girl, and an island. The island is of you to see the production. Miss**! ' * '
throw overboard!
one of the Hawaiian group and K's voice is simply swell—full of! „.
9:15 a. m.: We hear something the man and girl have a fight for the quality that fits the tragic®*11'
.
Hoin£r
hii
doing
like a cement mixer with laryngi possession of it, which ends in a Grecian lady, strong, compelling,^, Connolly
Pacific
a
blocking
tis and our boat comes around marriage, of course. Not bad to and sweeping.
j give pacing
^
the corner.
while away an . lie hour.
With Claribel Coffman, Henri "next
v^Adaminias
WISHFUL THINKING BOOK
SHOVE OFF, LADS!
Hobson, Eugene Minson, Bobke moved aj
chardBOi
Slightly unusual in the adven Laning, and Dick Mirski doing the.'.ween F r a n k i e
9:30 a. m.: We're aboard the
- ^ ^
trusty old scow and waving good ture fiction line is the Norman other feature
more do.'trlyn
—...... roles, what
,,.,0.1, i.m.c
uupru" Sj
--o q-u i s t , Aiax
jus
bye to Papa Koehler. Everybody Bentley thriller, ARMADA OF we have to say to convince you! Frankie ana
j
^
wants the engineer's cap. The THE AIR, in which Mr. Hitler that this will be not only a supeiinic, and soooooo
•
f
„
smrit,
wll
and Mr. Mussolini get caught in a but a really magnificent produc-jbut of school spiiit,
boat stops with a hiss.
L Gladys Bartholomew n
9:45 a. m.: All hands on deck! palace in the year 1946 and are tion?
We sight water.
Norma sings blown to bits. The love story of
With the carefully chosen chorus jnger position next
5'
while the engineer tinkers with the English girl and boy who gal lead by Barbara j-lbertson, the u
lantly face personal danger and graceful, flowing costumes, thejATIONS:
the motor.
10:00 a. m.: The newly named possible loss that the world may mental picture offers only part of Get
Some Shut Eye' ..
i
Erma Martii
tap room opens and soon looks be rid of dictators is told with what the real thing will be. We're
like the Los Angeles Chamber of much more finesse than is usual waiting with more excitement andftor Nothing But Love"..
Stadium Drlv
Commerce would look if it were in this type of book. Read it for anticipation than ever for Junq
a really good war scare.
condensed into one room.
10, 8:30 p. m. and the Outdoor and Sweet," Roger Cross
Last on our list is an old one, Theatre.
11:00 a. m.: We sight land! (Oh,
it's only the other side of the the perennially popular FARE LENA
WELL TO ARMS by Ernest Hem
river!)
Congratulations to Marjorie Lar
SPPMI
11:30 a. m.: We hear a hissing ingway. We do not think we need son for the result of her efforts
sound and it isn't snakes—motor to tell you much about the plot on LENA RIVERS. It was a fine
stalled. Farley thinks he has a or setting of the book. That Is production to finish the studio sea-'
bite—it's Jack Guggolz in fish-col much too famous. Suffice it to son. Every member of the cast
say that those of you who have displayed a lot of forethought and
ored trunks.
340 E. Main St.
STC
11:45 a. m.: The engineer draws not read it should do so immedi effort.
Completely j
ately, and those that have should
And to Latta Ross and Henry
one. Motor stops.
snatch a quiet moment and read Moore, the very bestest plug we
12:00
noon:
Lunch
time
at
last!
At last, Artie Shaw is back front
it again. To our way of thinking can give you for the execution
ing the band after his recent severe Junan is pursued by four of us.
the love story of Katherlne and of one of the loveliest sets of the
illness. If possible, his clarinet Up to this time the girls with
her lieutenant deserves to rank season.
the
big
lunches
seemed
much
more
work is even better than before ^his
with that of Romeo and Juliet.
HASTA LUEGAI
incapacitation. You cats should popular for some reason or other.
12:30 p. m.: Greenblatt is seen Truly it is one of the great books
have heard his work on last Tues
day's Benchley program. That guy rowing off into oblivion in a row to come out of the World War.
Well, we guess that will hold
hit notes that weren't even on the boat all by himself. He looks
like Robinson Crusoe in a lifeboat. you for a week, so we'll say good
horn.
12:45 p. m.: The boat stops again bye for now, and promise to give
VTA GROSSE
The Palomar should have a great
and
the engineer draws another you mystery story addicts a few
increase in business now that Ar
new
titles
in
the
next
column.
ARE YOU TROUBLED WITH
tie's back on the job. His band has one, then goes around tapping
spring house cleaning? Does the
been doing a swell job without him, things with a monkey wrench. I
outside of your house need a good
but there's no gettnig away 'from think he's musical.
coat of paint? Maybe we have
the fact that his clarinet swings NEW ENGINEER
solved the problem of removing
1 p. m.: Shaljean steers the boat
serve more than any other factor
that troublesome old paint job
for a minute; I don't know wheth
to put the outfit over.
Lois Clark and Olive Bugbee, Import the new grasshopper cro;:
er he's trying to turn cartwheels freshmen of Women's Hall, were
EVANS ON OWN AGAIN
of 1939. The USC Trojan says
with the boat or make us all sick. the winners in the recent intra
they are certain to eat the paint
We've been hearing rumors to
1:30 p. m.: Shearer is dancing
the effect that Gil Evans (the local with Virginia Weston, apologizing mural debate tournament. They re right off the outside walls of youi
boy who took his band to L. A. and for the boat, which is not all that ceive the Pi Kappa Delta debate home, thus saving you much wor
trophy for their efforts.
ry and expense. Of course, you
merged with Skinnay Ennis) is go is rocking.
Only two rounds of debate were won't be bothered with them eat
ing to reorganize his old crew and
1:45 p. m.: Junan and I go ex necessary to choose a winner, one
ing the leaves off the trees or the
go back to fronting the band. That ploring on some strange island.
team being incapacitated by illness. wash off the back line. Southern
sounds good to us, because Gil's
Turns out to be just the main Clark and Bugbee were the only
solid arrangements have been go
California grasshoppers know bet
land.
team remaining undefeated, thus ter than that, or do they 7
ing to waste with the Ennis combo.
2 p. m.: The boat stops again. automatically winning the trophy.
With good management, the
If I didn't see water around I'd
Evans men have a chance to get
THE RECENT PUBLIC
swear we were hitting the signals Dad's Point and take it in the
into the Big Time. The fellows are
schools week inspired a toot from
name of Tully Knoles and Pa
wrong on Market Street.
all young and have good appear
the Los Angeles Manual Arts
2:15 p. m.: Muriel Logerwell is cific.
ances and personalities. In addi
Dally concerning the massive
7:02 p. m.: I leap down first to
sleepy
already.
So
is
Rip.
tion to this, Gil has their full sup
Metropolitan School District. They
help
the
young
ladies
and
fall
2:30 p. m.: Madge is tearing
port and co-operation. It takes a
boasted it covered an area of 1901
lot of hard work and abuse to get around, Elmyron Cooper sitting very nicely on the slippery bot square miles, enough to cover De
tom
on
my
bottom.
with
the
girls;
Mac,
Dick,
Roscelli,
a band into the big money cate
7:00 p. m. on—Another tradition troit and Philadelphia and three
gory, and inner dissension has Finney, Shearer, Greenle, and
major cities of California.
wrecked many a budding outfit be yours untruly are holding some kept up—Ooooooooooooo, my feet!
sort
of
intramural
competition.
fore it got a chance to show its
stuff.
FORCE OF HABIT
2:50 p. m.: People are going
Suits
ENNIS OFF THE BEAT
Published every Friday during the College year by
Faciria
e B
around asking other people if they
In regard to the Ennis crew have a student body card before Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924 6oy1 j ri)<J> ' J a c k e l
their work is becoming a trifle they do anything.
at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March s ,»t. o i . . .
'hree-Piece
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided or
tiresome. It seems the most trou
3:00 p. m.: Verna is sun-bawth- tlon 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
0 rn atch
ble is to he found in the arrange
ing; Beckwith, Eaton and Bovey
ments. They're entirely too in hiding out on deck. They say
,sr.'SP CHha'
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
volved and screwy to allow the
Grubbs is on the boat but I
Besses
,
°'
band to hit any kind of a grove.
1938
Member
1939
haven't seen him yet.
We still say that Hal Kemp is
3:30 p. m.: We pass a boat—it
Rssocided GoUeftiaie Press
the only band that can play the
was going the other way.
style that Ennis is trying to copy.
4:00 p. m.: Cocktail hour finds
The few arrangements that Gil
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
Evans has written for the band are the tap room empty. Almost.
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DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK

Chinese version of "You Can't
liiiimuiiniiiiinniBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimiiifliiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiP Take It With You:" "No tickee,
M. R. E.
By GALEN "STUB" HARVEY no laundree."

NBC IS RAVING
About our recent Radio Day
celebration, especially in the S. F.
Continued From Page 1
Division
studios.
Mr.
Milton
Samuel, manager of the NBC Pub
ture, Six Dollars per week (and
licity Dep't there writes you this
you can't get away from it), to be
letter received last Monday by
paid quarterly in Advance."
yours truly.
Furthermore, "young Gentlemen
Dear Galen: Evidently Radio
attending Pacific are required to
Day on the campus of the College
board with the president." Wonder
of the Pacific is something to be
how Mrs. Knoles would express
remembered for a long, long time
been coming through magnificently in the "pinch," by the artists who were fortunate herself if such were to be found
the 1939-40 catalog.
judging from the latest figures released by the enough to have made the trip to in Yes,
they had a time in "them
Stockton
last
week.
C. 0. P. Living Endowment Fund director, Charles
thar days." College session ran
I have had nothing but the
Warmer. In this special drive to raise funds for a highest praise for you and your from the second Wednesday in
building and new equipment program, the old grads fellow students for the thoughtful- July to the second Wednesday in
December. That was the first
"have cooperated to the tune of over $1250 in the ness shown to my fellow workers term.
at NBC.
first month of active campaigning. This response Ira Blue and Will Aubrey took The second term opened on the
means that the Senior College will be able to install time out on the air to speak of second Wednesday in January and
staggered through to the second
their visit to the College of the
much new equipment for the fall semester.
Wednesaay in June. Two months'
Pacific and of the grand time the
Present undergraduates of Pacific are indebted NBCers had there last Thursday. vacation—no Christmas, no Easter.
CURRICULUM—PIFFLE!
to the alumni who have contributed to this fund and
hope you heard them. (Many
Studies, those things that inter
Pacificites
did.)
to "Chuck" Warmer for his go-gettem management
Unfortunately, my schedule last fere so consistently with a College
of the campaign. Here's hoping that the ranks of week was such that it was Impos education, were dispensed by a
contributors will continue to swell and results of the sible for me to be with you, which faculty of seven and as to content
—every man to his own opinion!
drive give C. O. P. many of the things denied her evidently was my loss. Cordially, The following is a sample of what
(Signed) MILT SAMUEL.
for so long!
the poor sophomore was exposed
Thanks to you for this fine let
to and expected to assimilate as a
ter, Mr. Samuel. I know Pacific
martyr to a cultured mind:
is grateful for this reverberation
First term: Trigonometry, Sur
of our Radio Day program.
veying of Navigation, De SenecACCLAIMED
tute'et Amacitia, Odes of Horace,
is the small item on Page 1, headed "Joyce Jacoby THOUSANDS
The celebrated Filipino Con Homer's Iliad, completed, Classi
to Resign as S. C. A. Secretary." Mrs. Jacoby's stabulary (Army) Band that
cal Literature, and Chemistry.
resignation, while not entirely unexpected, does played in Sacramento's South Side Second Term: Analytical Ge
Carnival last Monday night as a ometry, Cicero de Oratore, Epodes
come as somewhat of a shock to Pacificites for whom feature
of Philippine Islands Day
the spirit of the Student Christian Christian Asso in the capital city. Col. Lov of Horace, Epistles of Paul, Xenophon's Memorabilia, Classical Lit
ciation and the energetic Mrs. Jacoby have been ing conducted a matchless sym erature, Zoology, Botany.
phony
of
musicians
in
a
program
synonymous.
Listen, you fortunate son of an
that amazed critics and music enlightened era, quit moaning and
In the two years that she has guided the gooc lovers.
begin cramming for that ex. Yes,
ship S. C. A., Mrs. Jacoby has done a tremendous If such a program is a criterion and it isn't improbable that the
of
what
a
band
can
do
outside,
in
job in a fashion that will be extremely difficult for
Female Department rang curfew
an open air theatre, think of the
her successor to emulate. Mrs. Jacoby has increasec wonderful music they can play at 7:00.
student membership in the campus "Y" organiza and perform in a fine auditorium. Born too late, were you?
tion 75%, has increased the number of functions Which leads me up to the state LOOKING ON
ment: You must hear them to
of the S. C. A., and has put the Association on a night, Friday, May 26th—at the Last Saturday the Pacific A
firm financial basis.
Stockton High School Auditorium. Capella Choir, under the direction
Main factor in the success and expansion of the They are playing for the benefit of Prof. J. Russell Bodley (and
a C. O. P. Scholarship Fund a distinctive way of saying it!),
Christian group at Pacific has been the intense en of
and you owe it to yourself and sang over the Mutual network and
thusiasm which Mrs. Jacoby has thrown into her your fellow students to hear this into South America from Studio A
work. Her indefatigability has amazed campus renowned symphonic band. Tickets of the California Auditorium
on sale at the Conservatory studios on Treasure Island, on the
leaders who themselves are used to working hare are
and the High School, for the small "Fiesta Time" series. Here are a
and long. Her personal "fire" has resulted in an admission price of forty cents. few of the "off the guard" inci
S. C. A. organization second to none in a school o (See front page article for de dents or pictures noticed by your
tails).
correspondent during the broad
Pacific's size anywhere in the United States.
cast.
RADIO CURTAIN CALLS
The members of the Pacific Student Association Take a bow, DICK MIRSKI, for
Professor Bodley standing like
are indeed indebted to Joyce Jacoby for her part your splendid work via the ether he was going to take off or go
in making the S. C. A. the most vital activity on the lanes from the campus studios this into a ballet dance any moment,
semester. Your fame as a Little while waiting for the "Go" signal
campus.
Theatre star and director has been from the studio director. . . .
-enhanced by your fine radio act Margaret George singing with her
ing.
shoes off. , , , Ted Uppman
Calling BOBBIN GAY PECK! frowning like a mad dog while
The response given your "Book singing. . . . Barbara Harrison
to the PSA Constitution should be,carefully read anc Parade"
program from our Cam with a Baby Snooks expression on
considered by all student body members before next pus studios by listen-inners from her countenance during an inter
Thursday's election. Every member of the PSA all sections of the valley shows lude in the music. . . . Bill Ram
us that you, too, are a Pacific sey singing as if he liked it. . .
should vote on these far-reaching revisions in next radio
personality with something Bill \Vorkman making the worst
week's Assembly,
——
to say.
faces while he was singing.

PACIFIC'S ALUMNI HAVE
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PROJECT WORTHY OF SUPPORT
by every Pacificite is the band concert to be given
• this evening by the Philippine Constabulary Band
at the High School Auditorium. All proceeds of
this outstanding musical event are to go for a spe
cial scholarship fund for Filipino students at the
College of the Pacific.
President of the Filipino Students' Club on the
campus, Bill Villaruz has done a fine bit of promo
tional work in arranging for this scholarship fund
through the San Joaquin County Filipino Com
munity organization. Both this large society and
the College of the Pacific have rallied squarely be
hind this event, which certainly serves to be a sell
out.
Filipino students have been nothing if not a de
cided asset to C. O. P. in the past and present. With
Stockton possessing the largest Filipino population
of any town in the United States, the future of the
local Filipino will be considerably brightened by the
success of tonight's venture.

—By BASTIAN

—Good Oid Days-
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C0LLE6IANA

Clark, Bugbee Win
Intramural Debate

THE PACIFIC WEEKLY
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really fine, but the efforts of the
other arrangers leave us in a fog.
They're just too tricky for words.
It's being noised around town
that Kay Kyser will be at the
Grove on the 10th of June. Doubt
less this will please the majority
of the student body. This Is one
band that is really fine in a com
mercial sense, but as a swing crew,
It's just not there. The individual
members are all fine musicians and
entertainers and will doubtless put
on a fine show.
But we warn you, don't go out to
be sent. The Kyser Krew just isn't
built that way.
WATCH NORVO
The band that is really going to
come up in the world is that of
Red Norvo. Red has had bands
for a long time, but his latest one
is the best of the lot. Theirs is a
relaxed, subtle type of swing that
will knock you out. They come on
in the early afternoon on a coast
to coast hookup. See foi yourself
if they're not one of the beat.

4:30 p. m.: A few of them were
asking when It would be time for
lunoh. My!

5:00 p. m.: We pass a dredge
and stop to give it an inspection
tour. We're all over it at once.
A nice man lets me wear his
black engineer's hat.

RICHARD EATON

BILL BECKER

Manager
Phone 9-9121 or 2-9401

Editor
Phone 9-9121 or 3-2234
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STAFF

iNHjwa:
NEWS: i^aitor—rAjregg
Editor---Gregg Phifer.
ir-mxer.
0**1,1
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Janet McGinnis, Dot Stegall,
Brockelhurst, Margaret Mclntyre, Vivienne Minery.
„rv.n»id
SUCH GENEROSITY
Reporters: Bonnie Smith, Charlotte Peterson, Kathryn MacD
&•"!
5:30 p. m.: We leave the dredge Clio Abercrombie, Gail Scheere, Jack Hidy, Gladys bangumetti,
N s S Rufhanding free refreshments to the Lou Childs, Betty Lou Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman
Red S k i r t • ,
dock workers standing on the Janet Porter, Betty Kirkpatrick, Rosalee Trevorrow.
dredge. They probably go home
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
Raker
muttering about what people learn
Reporters: Jean Miller, Janice Morrill, Frances Hull, Jane
in college.
6:00 p. m.: The boat stops—we Barbara Caswell, Pat Carson, Barbara Gammons.
are only surprised when it starts
SPORTS: Editor—Jack Price.
now. Our main deck looks like
Associate Editor: Alex Donsker.
Cleopatra's scow fo rail the pul
Reporters :"-Duane Evans, Harry Du Praw, Francis Hellman,
chritude aboard.
Brennan.

Rn(.

6:30 p. m.: We sight land. It
was coming out of the exhaust.
FEATURES: Editor—Dot Stegall.
r , j
Associates: Buford Bush,* Ray Grosse, Gladys Hughes, '
The boat stops again. Jan Wright,
a
Artelle and Pat Mason are loung Harvey, Ralph Trembley, Bonnie Smith, Henry Hobson, George
ing languidly. Dick takes a beau fuss, Herman Sapiro, Gail Scheere.
tiful spill and Greenie gets laugh
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
ing pains.
Associate—Dave Matthews.
7:00 p, m.; The Pilgrims land at
Staff Photographer—Dick Kiddell.
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Formal ^Veefaend For
Omega Phi Alphas
At Pio Del Mar

Beautiful Rio del Mar Hotel and
jbirt . • •
Every one either dead Country Club situated on the sunny
dither after the most side of the Monterey Bay was the
setting last Saturday and Sunday
week-end ... too bad
for the formal weekend of Omega
,e weather. . . . Why do Phi Alpha fraternity.
go back for more ice
Guests motored down the coast
in the dining hall? . . . Saturday morning in time for
got something there, Stan, lunch, then enjoyed such diversi
kven tho' to me it's only fied activities as golf and swim
And we've dis- ming that afternoon.
.Pm
A formal dinner dance was the
S '*1
more hidden talents. . . .
i a IKlass seems to do all right main event of Saturday night, and
1 ("(butter. . . . Our eyes were a highlight of the evening was the
"Omega
ly popping at the Dorm special arrangement of
Phi
Girls"
as
played
by
Carl
Raon Friday last. . . . There
I to be too many orchids vazzo and his orchestra. The house
song was arranged by Crawford
' infort ... or what was
about a raffle Gates. The tables were beautiful
Cr frevor said
in their formal appointments.
• j We wonder! Olive Clark
Surf swimming was the order for
A ; i her tracks behind her. . . .
Sunday
morning, and tea dancing
jod in, shall we say, a
was enjoyed in the afternoon.
A J mood. . . . Roger Cross
Jerry Cicinato headed the com
* g around with flowers in
mittee in charge of arrangements.
' ,lr • • • really looked suitHe was assisted by Les Knoles,
' "iRoger, my boy . . . and Douglas Cossitt, Bob Jeffery, and
he's off for a big time this Paul Rippon.
, " jnd.
Guests of the fratrenity were prelt,s

a

Wow-

Er"

<J „

sented with bronze bulldog paper
weights which bore the house crest.
The bulldog is the house symbol.
Guests and fraternity members
who enjoyed the formal were Shir
ley Sheaffer, Bill Dean, Jacklyn
Burton, Bob Downs, Ruth Udden,
Dan Looney, Marnya Phelps, Rollie
Campbell, Dawn Walters, Rudy Ri
vera, Barbara Gray, Douglas Cos
sitt, Roberta Ball, Roy Berry, Bea
McCarl, Les Knoles, June Lane,
Gordie White, Muriel Logerwell
Paul Rippon, Barbara Anne Reinle
Clem Swagerty, Pat Seavers, Jer
ry Cicinato, Audry. Grady, Dick
Patriquin, Janice Morrill, Howard
Lewis, Meri Wolf, Jerry Keithley,
Bob Jefferys, Dorothy Munroe, Ma
rie Iverson, Herman Gaumnitz,
Judy Barefoot, Bill Toland, Bar
bara Dickinson, A1 Irwin, Rosalee
Trevarrow, and Del Wescott.
Guests of the fraternity in their
capacities as patrons and patron
esses were Dr. and Mrs. John Ar
nold and Dr. and Mrs. Gordon
Patton.

JEAB:

"It's
Easy
to
Blame
the
Weather"
Rhizites Week-end
"Aain't Ya Got No Romance"
Bill Biddick
"Happy About the Whole Thing"
Gordie and June
"After Looking at You"
Verna Dunstan
"Little Skipper" ....The Koehlers
"Are There Any More at Home
Like You?"
Golden Hoff
OUR NOMINATION FOR
COUPLE OF THE WEEK:
1ATIONS:
Miss Berg and Mr. Fenix.
Get Some Shut Eye" .
And so with the moon shining
n ng- m
Erma Martin
and Kay Kyser swinging it from
for Nothing But Love'
Stadium Drive Catalina we'll close the column for
and Sweet," Roger Crosse the week. . . .

Mr. Connolly is doing his
;o give Pacific a blocking
1 : ck
next semester. In this
• "k he moved Ajax Adaminias
•«« etween Frankie Richardson
erlyn Sjoquist, but to no
Frankie and Ajax just
licnic, and soooooo Mr. Conbut of school spirit, will
ry Gladys Bartholomew in
anger position next Mr.
"t
na.

orotic Dose
STOCKTON

Phone 6-6871

Completely Air Conditioned

DOWNSTAIRS
STORE
A Playground
of

PLAY
FASHIONS

in

Mmm
V

.

.

m

m

at
Amazingly

Low

Prices

Gay Versions
in Play Clothes
at

1.98
; WEEKlI

IFIC

Slacks, Sun Suits, Barn Dance Frocks,
B u t c h e r B o y J a c k e t a n d S l a c k . . , "Tom
Boy" Three-Piece Shirt and Shorts with
Skirt to match . . . Garden Smocks and
Overall, Crisp Chambray Stripes . . . Gay
Sun Suits . . . Hooded Smocks . . . Gypsy
Dresses .

"SUNNY
SUE"
Three-piece . . •
Attached Short
and Blouse
Detached R u f 
fled Skirt . . .
Red and White
, , , Blue and
White . . . Pin
Dots . , , Sun
Bonnet to
match . .

Ti

Sophomores'
Semi-Formal
June 2

TO MARRY

Stockton Golf and Country Club
has been selected as the scene of
the Sophomore class dance Friday,
June 2.
Bob McCormick's thirteen-piece
orchestra will play for the dancing
between the hours of nine and one
o'clock. At least one member of
each couple must be a member of
the Sophomore class-"and a mem
ber of the Pacific Student Asso
ciation.
Co-chairmen of this annual event
will be Kenny Klaas, president of
the Sophomore class, and Adrian
Squires. Several important com
mittees are assisting them.
Norm Davis and Lois Klaas are
in charge of securing the orches
tra for the occasion. Members of
the program committee are Adrian
Squires and Mary Barbara Baer.
Choice of place was made by Bill
DEAN OPAL BERG, of the Col
Biddick and Kenny Klaas.
lege
of Pacific and Stockton
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Windmiller
and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Spald Junior College, who will marry Mr.
ing have been invited to attend Robert Fenix on June 11.
the affair as the guests of the
Sophomore class as patrons and
patronesses for the evening.

Miss Berg,
Lokoya Lodge Rio Del Mar Mr. Fenix
Selected For
Engaged
Chosen For

Weekend

Picturesque Lokoya Lodge is
the setting of the Epsilon Lambda
Sigma Formal Week-end, which
starts officially with the formal
dinner-dance tomorrow evening.
Twenty-eight couples will be
leaving the College of Pacific
campus all Saturday morning, and
arriving at the lodge at different
times, to enjoy the variety of en
tertainments offered there. Swim
ming, hiking, riding, and actual
or spectator sports such as golf
and tennis are to be enjoyed.
Members of the sorority and
their guests include Madge Hep
burn, Ed Simonson; Virginia Chap
man, Les Dow; Pat Seavers, Jerry
Cicinato; Margaret Trabert, Bill
Avery; Lois Bugbee, Ben Hamm;
Barbara Ann Reinle, Clem Swag
erty; Adrian Squires, Art Irish;
Barbara Nauman, Bob Kientz;
Mary Barbara Baer, Bob Cook;
Barbara Laddon, Dick Morrall;
Rosalie Trevarrow, Del Wescott;
Ruth Udden, Dan Looney; Jackie
Burton, Bob Downs; Marguerite
Etzel, Irving Fritz; Claribel Coffman, Bud Meyers; Camille Goff,
Jay McHugh; Bette Kirkpatrick,
Jerry Bentley; Lora Lou Childs,
Jack Rayne; Jean Caubu, Glenn
Tanner;
Jean
Morrall, Loren
Wann; Jeanne Marbleston, Roger
Cross; Beth Shauer, Elton Mar
tin; Ruth Stewart, A1 Geiger;
Martha Gifford, Bill Hussey; Jane
Jordan, Bob Miller; Doris Rankin,
Bob Dewey; Laverne Lagorio, Wes
Huddleson; Dorothy Sack, Hugh
Hutchins; and Virginia Sack and
Forrest Honnold.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Windmiller,
and Dr. and Mrs. Allen Waldo
along with Mrs. Ethel Flack,
housemother, will act as patrons
and patronesses.

Weekend

Announcement was made last
Saturday by Mrs. Hanna Carlson
of Minneapolis, Minnesota, of the
Plans are completed for the an engagement of her daughter, Miss
nual Spring formal of Alpha Theta Opal Berg, to Mr. Robert Fenix,
Tau, which is to be held this week son of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Fenix
end at. the Rio del Mar Country of Richmond, California.
Club.
Miss Berg is Dean of Women
Guests at the affair will be Mr.
at the College of the Pacific and
and Mrs. Horace I. Brown and Mr.
Mr. Fenix is an instructor in busi
J. Russell Bodley.
ness administration at the same
Arrangements were made by
institution.
Bette Flickinger, chairman of the
Both Miss Berg and Mr. Fenix
affair assisted by Virginia Weston
and Sarah Cameron. Decorations serve in similar capacities for the
for the dinner dance are to be in Stockton Junior College.
Following the formal announce
blue and white. Music will be fur
nished by Carl Ravazza who is ment by five days, the date for
the wedding of Miss Berg and Mr.
playing at the club.
Fenix was set yesterday for Tues
day, June 1. The ceremony will
be performed in Stockton at eight
o'clock in the morning.
Miss Berg received her Bachelor
of Science degree from the Uni
versity of Minnesota in 1929 and
her Master of Science from Syra
cuse University in 1936. Mr. Fenix
received his Bachelor of Arts de
A Radio Dance will be put on gree in 1932 from the College of
for the members of Archania by the Pacific, his Master of Arts
the new pledges tomorrow night. degree in 1934 from the same col
The theme of the dance will be lege, and his degree Master of
two-fold. One-half will be "Swing Business
Administration
from
and Sway with Sammy Kaye;" the Harvard in 1937.
other half will be radio and Artie
The bride-elect was guest of
Shaw records.
honor Monday evening of the PEO
The pledges in charge of the Sisterhood. Given at the home of
dance are; Fred Cox, refresh Margaret Yost, the affair was a
ments; Ed Fay, music; A1 Wood- surprise shower.
ring, decorations; Elwood MofFirst in a round of campus
fitt, clean-up; and Bob Wilkinson, events in her honor will be the
flowers and decorations.
formal tea given by members of
The dance will be the conclud
ing event on Archania's social cal
endar.

Pledges Give
Dance For
Archites

Frosh Club Has
Supper At Lake
Canoe riding and a barbecue sup
per at Loma Lake will be the final
event of the semester tonight for
members of the Frosh Club and
their guests.
Those planning to attend will
meet at 6 o'clock in Anderson Hall
and go by cars to the lake.

PACIFIC CO-OP
Announces
APPLICATIONS are now be
ing accepted to fill vacancies
for a limited number If wom
en students. Information and
application blanks may be
secured from the Informa
tion Office or from any Co
op member. These should be
filled out and promptly re
turned as Indicated on the
blank.

112 Euclid Ave. Ph. 3-2234

Ma Zeta Rho Gives
Formal In Flower
Theme For Tonight

Junior Prom
ToBeDinner
Dance
A formal dinner-dance is sched
uled for the Junior-Senior Prom
this year at the Hotel Clark Sat
urday, June 3. The sophisticated
rhythms of Bob McCormick and
his orchestra will furnish the mu
sic for dancing.
Dinner will be served at seventhirty o'clock, followed by a pro
gram, and dancing will continue
until one o'clock.
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Patton,
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Connolly,
Miss Opal Berg and Mr. Robert
Fenix will be patrons and patron
esses for the occasion.
Dick Morrall is general chair
man of the social event, and he is
assisted by Pat Carson, vice-presi
dent and social chairman of the
Junior class. Others working on
the committee include Jane Jor
dan, Doris Marsh, Jean Morgan,
Ernie Atkinson, Bette Flickinger,
Trevor Griffiths, George Tomasini,
Bob Kientz, and Art Irish.
Reservations for the affair must
be made on or before next Wed
nesday. Bids are $2.50 per couple.
Under
this arrangement, two
Juniors are charged with one bid.
Seniors who have paid their bid
last year may take a Junior or
anyone else this year free. A
Junior may take anyone he cares
to, regardless of class, this year,
and may also attend free next
year for the price of the one bid.
Seniors who did not attend last
year but who desire to do so this
year will be assessed two dollars.
Those wishing to attend what
promises to be the outstanding
class social event should sign up
either Monday or Wednesday, stat
ing your guest and with whom
you wish to be seated at the din
ner. No reservations will be ac
cepted after Wednesday, May 31.

Outstanding event on the social
calendar of Mu Zeta Rho this sea
son is the Spring formal dance at
the sorority house tonight,
A flower motif has been selected
for the theme of the evening. Gar
lands of spring flowers wreathed
in greenery will decorate the down
stairs rooms of the house.
At midnight, a buffet supper will
be served from a lace-covered table
that is centered with a profusion
of spring blossoms.
The music committee, under the
direction of Dorothy Bartholomew,
has engaged Jimmy R™»s and his
orchestra to play for the occasion
during the hours from nine until
one o'clock.
Betty Dixon is general chairman
of the dance, assisted by Pat Car
son. Meri Wolf, Phyllis Grimshaw,
Adelaide Weinstein, and Junan
Bronzich are in charge of decora
tions for the affair.
Members of the supper committee
are Janice Morrill, Mary Ranney,
Anne Schneider, and Hertha
Rausch. Vivienne Manary, Harriet
Budin, and Gayle Rawles comprise
the arrangements committee. Betty
Lee Matthews is in charge of clean
up.
Bids for the dance carry a flower
motif and the Greek letters of the
sorority. In keeping with the house

colors, the bids have been designed
in rose, sandalwood, and gold.
Patrons and patronesses for the
occasion include Mrs. Lucy Forkner, housemother, Mrs. Cora Lynch,
Miss Opal Berg, Miss Grace Cornog,
Mr. Robert Fenix, and Mr. Emory
Fast.
Members of Mu Zeta Rho and
their escorts who will enjoy this
final social event of the season
include Meri Wolf, Jerry Keithley;
Mary Ranney, Dick Ohm; Betty
Dixon, Bob Coe; Junan Bronzich,
Norman Hoffman; Beverly Miller,
Glenn Tanner; Gayle Rawles, Dick
Geddings; Harriet Budin, Kick
Humphrey; Anne Schneider, Nor
man Davis; Janice Morrill, Howard
Lewis; , Doris Marsh, Will Challls;
Frances Richardson, Michale Mont
gomery; Ruth Lombard!, Dwayne
Sewell.
Bernadine Budger, Latta Ross;
Vivienne Manary, Bill Dozier, Ade
laide Weinstein, Abel de Haan;
Hertha Rausch, Howard Hawley;
Dotte Bartholomew, Ted Norton;
Betty Lee Matthews, Wayne Bundy; Eloise Lambert, Bob Cook;
Helen Cortelyou, Fred Cox; Arlene
Harder, Frank Devine; Bernice
Markowitz, Ross Snyder; Phyllis
Grimshaw, Barre Stephens; Char
lotte Kerr, Hank Smith; Dorothy
Guerin, Herman Gaumnitz; Betty
Booth, and Jim Knapp.

Tomasini Is
New Archite
President

"Knoles* Day"
To Feature
Picnic Stew

Mu Zeta Rho Sorority for Miss
Berg on next Wednesday after
noon.
From three until five o'clock,
approximately one hundred and
fifty guests will call at the soror
ity house. The guest list includes
faculty women, the wives of the
faculty members, mothers and pat
ronesses of the sorority, and
friends of the guest of honor.
White candles and white flowers
will be used decoratively through
out the house. In the receiving
line will be Junan Bronzich, pres
ident of the sorority; Betty Dixon,
vice-president; Mrs. Lucy Forkner,
housemother; Mrs. Emmett McCombs, president of the Alumnae;
Mrs. Carl Rausch, president of
the Mothers and Patronesses Club,
and the honoree.
Honoring the engagement of
Miss Berg, an A. W. S. cabinet
breakfast
was held yesterday
morning from 7 to 8 a. m. in the
S. C. A. rooms.
Members of the new and old
cabinets were present at the af
fair and participated in the pre
sentation of an engagement gift.

"Knoles' Day" will be celebrated
next Tuesday afternoon and eve
ning by members of the class of
39 under the leadership of Ed
Koehler, president.
The affair will be a picnic, where
seniors and Dr. and Mrs. Tully
Knoles can meet each other in
formally.
Highlight of the get-together
will be the mulligan stew prepared
under the personal supervision of
Chef Tully Knoles. He claims there
are twenty-six ingredients that will
be combined, and a prize will be
awarded to the person Identifying
all twenty-six items.
For Seniors who come early,
games will be arranged, and after
the picnic supper a short program
will be presented by members of
the class.
Virginia Sack is general chair
man of the affair, assisted by Jack
Guggolz, Doris Hancock, and Lora
Tau Kappa Kappa's colonial gar Lou Childs.
den was the setting for the last
meeting of the Faculty Dames Mrs. Louis Windmiller as presi
Club last Wednesday afternoon. dent. Mrs. Bawden will take Mrs.
Convening at
one-o'clock
the Coder's place as vice-president,
'Dames' each brought a dish for while Mrs. Larson will fill the post
a pot-luck picnic.
of secretary-treasurer, vacated by
Mrs. Thomas Connolly succeeds Mrs. Ratten.

New officers were installed last
night at Archania, putting into
office the officials of next semes
ter. Dick Bentley, former presi
dent, turned over the gavel to
George Tomasini, popular Pacific
athlete.
Tomasini will have as his staff;
Karl Rigor, vice-president; John
ny Travaille, recording-secretary;
George
Briare,
treasurer;
A1
Hedges, corresponding - secretary;
Harold Diekmann, house-manager;
Mel Caviglia, historian; Dick Bent
ley, sergeant-at-arms; Chris Pappas, chaplain.

Mrs. Coder Is
Honored By
Dames

rr

Tau Kappa Has
Formal At The
Claremont
The newly re-decorated banquet
room of the Hotel Claremont was
chosen as the place for the Tau
Kappa Kappa annual formal din
ner-dance, Saturday, May 20. The
fifteen couples gathered around
one long table decorated with
spring flowers and candles. Guests
found their places at the table
by place cards with the sorority
crest.
Dancing was enjoyed between
dinner courses to the music of
Don Kay's orchestra. Betty Ann
Smith was general chairman of
arrangements.

Senior Ball Is
Formal Hop At
Country Club
Stockton Golf and Country Club
will be the scene of the final
campus social event of the year
when members of the Senior class
enjoy their Senior Ball there
the evening of June 8.
Herman Sapiro and his orchestra
will play for the evening between
nine and one o'clock..

LIGHT HEARTED

PROM DRESSES
Soft, flowing chiffon, crispy marquisette,
taffeta and lace,

Smart boleros, fitted

jackets and decolette types,

Let these

charming frocks enable you -to achieve a
brilliant balance between high style and
high spirit,

Colors—white and pastel,

Sizes 12-20,

6.90

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM
A GOOD PLACE TO

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

PENNEY'S

•4
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Athletic Awards
Given Yesterday

Hellman, Sapiro Close
C. 0. P. Careers

Forty-nine Receive
Honors In Assembly

By JACK PRICE
Irvin Grubbs, Bill Avery and Ed
Koehler received the big Block P
senior blanket awards yesterday
at the annual spring awards assem
bly for their outstanding perform
ances in athletics during their stay
at Pacific.
"Big Bill" Avery received the
highest honor of the day when he
was awarded the Cherub Royce
trophy from Rho Lambda Phi for
his versatility in athletics.
TOKENS OF THANKS
At the close of the swimming
awards, the Junior College aquatic
team presented Coach Kjeldson
with a token of their appreciation
in the form of a slick leather
wallet and key case.
Lew Ford, captain of the College
of Pacific track team and acting
for both teams, presented Coach
Jackson with a streamlined track
trophy for his efforts in turning
out a pair of successful teams and
in appreciation of his working with
the teams.
CLASSY LOOKING
The cup or trophy, if you want
it that way dear reader (I'm a
little over confident today) is one
of the neatest awards these tired
old eyes have gazed upon in many
a day. Congratulations, Kjeldsen
and Jackson.
HAWAII BOUND
Just as a little prc-dope talk, why
don't you gridiron fans save your
money this summer and make the
trip over to the Islands with the
football team. If you aren't a
rabid follower of the pigskin you
can always spend your time on the
beach grabbing an eyeful of the
Hawaiian gals doing their con
ception of the way Americans
should dance.
They say it's a lot easier on the
eyes than watching the jitter bugs.
JUST A DIP
Doc. Breeden informs us that the
cost won't be too great if you
travel with the team and when
you get there you can be a Beach
comber and live the life of
Riley at practically no expense.
I think I'll swim over myself with
Freddie Van Dyke and the boys.
o
Columbia University psycholo
gists have conducted experiments
which prove that gum-chewing
typists work harder than the nonchewers.

Holding the annual Col
lege of Pacific and Stock
ton Junior College award
assembly yesterday, fortynine athletes received laur

els for their outstanding per
formances during the spring sports
season.
Topping the list of award re
ceivers came Hugh "JoBabe" McWilliams, who was honored with
the Bravo-McKeegan merchandise
order for being the most con
sistent free throw artist on Pa
cific's cage quintet last season.
In spite of the Varsity cagers'
ill fortune during the year, JoBabe
came through In his usual steady
form and earned the honor of
being the Bengals' sharpshooter
and defense ace.
Following McWilliams' award,
Coach Earl Jackson awarded fif
teen Block P sweaters to his
classy varsity cinder stars and
eight Jaysee sweaters to the eight
Stockton Junior college track aces.
Those to receive Varsity track
awards were as follows: Bill Avery,
Fred Bonnifield, Lewis Ford, Stan
Hill, Walt Kelly, Dan Looney,
Cordner Nelson, Gregg Phifer,
Frank Purcell, Phil Ritchie, Arn
old Scott, Marion Tlmm and
George Tomasini.
The eight Junior College track
awards were received by the fol
lowing: Tommy Davies, Jack Hanner, Dan Ostrander, Jimmy Ramos,
Kenny Rogers, Bob Ijams, George
Miller and Dick Sales.
TEN TO TEN
Next in line came Coach Chris
Kjeldsen's Cub splashers with ten
aspirants being presented with
Jaysee swimming awards. Kjeld
sen's ten merm-n were as fol
lows: Wayne Bird, Ray Gnekow,
Les Jacobsen, Bob Owen, Karl
Rigor, Victor Simpson, Fred Van
Dyke, Jim Van Dyke, Nathan
Davies and Leonard Ward.
Although the number of swim
ming awards was unusually large,
every emblem of reward was well
earned by the team, which lost
but three of its thirteen exhibi
tion. The local aquatic stars won
ten meets and ten awards just to
keep the score even.
TENNIS AWARDS
Five new white sweaters were
awarded to Russell Pugmire, Fran
cis Hellman, Herman Sapiro, Jack
McBride and Marcello Umipeg for
the prowess and accomplishments
on the varsity tennis team.
Hellman and Sapiro are especial-

Business And Professional Directory
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

BOB'S

Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemlte, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found In a
First-Class Pharmacy

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

Last Thursday the College of the
Pacific tennis team, traveled to San
Mateo J. C. for Its last match of
the current net season, defeating
the peninsula school four matches
to three.
Coach Kjeldsen used Francis
Hellman, Russ Pugmire, Ted Eschwig, Herman Sapiro, Marcello Umipeg, and Jack McBride playing in
respective order.
In the feature match Carl Joost,
Junior College singles champion,
showed no mercy for "Old" Franny
Hellman who was making his last
appearance in college competition
winning 6-3, 10-8, in a hard fought
match. Ted Eschwig lost the other
singles match by the score of 11-9,
6-2.

SAPIRO WINS
Herman Sapiro in his last college
match, showed his old time form
in turning back Pete Monteith.
Russ Pugmire, Marcello Umipeg,
and Jack McBride came through
in the clutch to give the Bengals
the deciding edge.
During the past season the
Bengal netmen compiled a record
of four victories and four loses.
In the Far Western Conference
matches the Tigers gave a good
account of themselves with Hell
man and Sapiro reaching the finals
before losing.
Russ Pugmire turned in the best
personal average of wins during
the year and gave promise of being
one of the ranking men next year.
The locals faced an extremely hard
schedule this season including such
teams as Willamette University,
Fresno State, and San Jose State
and as a whole gave a good account
of themselves every time.
RESULTS
1. Joost def. Hellman. 6-3, 10-8 (SM).
2. Pugmire def. Daley 6-2, 5-7, 6-4
(P).
3. Garton def. Eschwig 11-9, 6-2
(SM).
4. Sapiro def. Monteith 6-4, 7-5 (P).
5. Umipeg def Langford 2-6, 6-1,
6-4 (P).
6. McBride def. McCabe 6-1, 4-6,
6-1 (P).
McCabe-Langford def. McBrideUmipeg (SM).
ly noted for their three and a half
hour match with Fresno in the
Far Western Conference doubles
finals, which saw the Tiger com
bination faultcr after a four set
battle.
In the Cub tennis classification,
Francis Banchio, Hugh Hutchins,
Ian Hutcheon, Stewart Browne
and Bill Hunefeld were awarded
Jaysee sweaters.
MINOR SPORTS
For the minor sports award the
following received circle S honors
for their performances on the
Junior College golf team: Manuel
Belitsky, Dave Brownell, Andy
Chinchiolo, Monroe Langdon and
Lewis Morse.

ON PACIFIC AVE.

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

Ortho Meta Para
Elects Sewell

.COLLEGE PINS
' AND TROPHIES

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

F R I E D B E R G 'E R'S
S39 East Main Street
... JEWELERS , i ,

For better business positions

HUMPHREYS
(Since 1896)

School of Business

Tiger Netmen
Trip Mateans
In Finale

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP
'WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"

New officers were elected at a
special meeting of Ortho Meta
Para, national honorary chemistry
society on Wednesday, May 24.
Those who will fill the chairs
for the fall semester will be:
Dwayne Sewell, High Exalted Al
chemist; Rose Lee Rowe, Most
Worthy Catalyzer; Elwood Moffitt,
Grand Reducer; and Haworth
Jonte, Super Synthesizer.
A picnic was held at Lodi Mu
nicipal Lake last Friday evening.

"CONFESSIONS OF
A NAZI SPY"
—With—

Edward G. Robinson
WEDNESDAY

"Withering Heights"
—With—
MERLE OBERON
llllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil!lllllllllllllll!!lllllillllllllilllH

Hettgal
LMiU-il l>y JACK PRICE

INTRAMURAL
STANDINGS
TEAM
Rhizomia
Town
Omega Phi
Manor
Dorm
Archania

POINTS
369
296
259
257
84
84

Cinder Men
Perform At
Sonora
Five of Pacific's pride and joys
in track and field events displayed
their wares at a Sonora High School
track meet and really gave the na
tives there something to talk about.
Lew Ford took an extra dose of
helium before the meet and sailed
to a new heigth of 6 feet 5 inches in
the high jump. It was his best
mark of the year,
Fred Bonnifield turned Hercules
for the afternoon and heaved the
discus a distance of 154 feet 6
inches for one of the best throws
made on the Coast this season. It
beat his West Coast Relays mark
by 12 feet.
George Tomasini, Coach Jack
son's
ace
half-miler,
coasted
through to an easy win in 2:01.
Tomasini wasn't hard pressed and
practically loafed his way to break
the tape.
Taking up a new role as a
sprinter Dan Looney won both the
century and furlong races. He also
turned in a win in his favorite race,
the quarter mile, although it was
in the slow time of 54 seconds.
Looney hadn't been in training for
several weeks, hence the slow
time.
Dub Smallwood showed his ability
in the football throw by flinging
it 207 feet to cop another first for
the Pacificites.
o

Local Life Savers
Pass Red Cross
Course
Twenty-seven life savers passed
the annual Instruction and Wato
Safety course given iby the Red
Cross at the College of Pacific
Pool from -lay 8 to May 12.
Of the twenty-seven passing the
rigid test, fourteen were either
students, staff members or former
students of Pacific.
Staff members who passed the
Instructors' test were Chris Kjeld
sen, Bob Breeden and Miss Hill.
Among the past students to ac
quire the Instructor degree were
Bob Goodman, Victor Robinson
and Stan Lockey.
There were eight Pacific stu
dents who passed the test. They
were: Dan Looney, Roy Phillips,
Wayne Bird, Les Jacobsen, Karl
Rigor, Jean Goodwin, Lew Morrill
and A1 Irwin.
The instructor for the Red Cross
course was Ralph Carlson.
"Doc" Breeden and Miss Hill
conducted a course in Senior life
saving previous to the Red Cross
course. Nineteen passed the ex
amination.
Breeden stated that the instruc
tors course qualifies those passing
to teach life saving classes.
o

Monagan Will
Boom Pacific
Next Year
Bob Monagan, high freshman
from Vallejo, has been appointed
athletic publicity director for the
College of the Pacific and Stock
ton Junior College for next year.
Announcement of the appoint
ment was made last Saturday by
Director of Athletics Bob Breeden.
Monagan, a Frosh basketball star
this season, has had news writing
experience in Vallejo and has a
thorough-grounded knowledge of
Pacific sports.

!LSTUDENTS!

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and
DINNER

2043 Pacific Avenue
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Juniors Win Easily
Inter-Class Race

Fistic Tourney
Browne Wins
Draws Big
All-College
Crowd
Singles
Three Knockouts
Feature Boxing
Exhibitions

At the conclusion of the College
of the Pacific All College Tennis
Tournament in the singles and
doubles division last Wednesday,
Stuart Browne found himself the
Dishing up three knockouts with
new singles champion and Browne
the red claret flowing freely from
and Francis Banchio dominated
all sides and the fistic fans yelling
for more blood, the All-College box the doubles picture.
The competition in the mixed
ing finals stole the limelight of the
annual Class Day program yester doubles and the women's singles
got lost in the shuffle and will
day.
be completed in the near future.
G^ME GUY
HOT SINGLES MATCHES
Dan "Tfte Fighting Irishman'
In his drive to the singles cham
Looney started the fire works roll
pionship Browne encountered trou
ing when he handed Bob Ferguson
ble in the first round when Bud
a terrific beating from the opening
Doyle staged a determined fight
round until the fatal knockout blow
losing after three sets.
at the close of the second round.
Browne had comparatively little
Fighting gamely and displaying
plenty of courabe, Ferguson took trouble with his next two oppo
all Looney had to offer for a four nents stopping Woody Eschw^
and a half minutes, but he went and Marcellb Umipeg in straight
out like a light late in the second sets. In the semi-finals he ran
Francis Hellman,
varsity
with a crushing right to the jaw. into
ranking
man,
and
again
hit
into
TOO MUCH REACH
Walt Leaderich won a technical trouble. He won easily in the
knockout over "Battling Leonard" third set when Hellman suffered
jury.
Ward in the final round for the a knee
In the finals Francis Banchio,
light heavyweight title.
Out on his feet and punchy as last year's singles champion, op
they went into the third round, posed Browne. Despite a bad case
Ward was unable to break through of blisters, Banchio gamely fought
Walt's rangy guard and he was a three set duel finally losing
ready to collapse when the fight 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
was halted. At the close of the sec BROWNE, BANCHIO WIN
In
the
doubles
competition
ond round the two maulers were
Browne and
Banchio defeated
on even terms.
Hellman and Herman Sapiro, de
SMALLWOOD WINS
The final bout of the afternoon fending champions of last year, in
They
brought together Dub Smallwood the semi-finals 7-5, 6-2.
and Bob Wilkinson in a heavy faced Ted Eschwig and Russ Pug
weight slugging duel which saw mire in the finals. Browne and
Smallwood emerge the victor after Banchio proved they had the stuff
taking a great deal of punishment when they came from behind and
from Wilkinson in the opening won after a three set battle 5-7,
6-3, 6-2.
round.
At the present time it looks like
Opening with a lightning attac,
Wilkinson seemed to be all over Ted Eschwig and Rowena Satterhis opponent and well on his way berg will face Stuart Browne and
to scoring a knockout when he June Vickland in the finals of
made the fatal mistake of letting the mixed doubles. Eschwig and
Smallwood back him into the ropes. Rowena Satterberg • gained the
Once in the ropes, Bob was at the finals by virtue of a 0-6, 6-2, 6-2
mercy of Smallwood, who jarred triumph over Francis Banchio and
him with a series of hard rights Toni Rifberg.
and lefts to the head.
LITTLE INTEREST
Coming out in the second fracus,
Little interest was shown in the
Dub began to set the pace and women's singles competition this
Wilkinson began to tire and fade, year. Those signing up included
but he took all his husky opponent Mary
Ellen
Sutherland,
Mary
could offer and still delt out plenty Kriem,
Charlotte
Smith,
Lois
of punishment himself.
Williams and June Vickland.
In the third round, which also
The arm-chair experts figure the
went to Smallwood and gave him finals to include June Vickland
the ore round edge, both men were and Mary Ellen Sutherland with
trying for a K. O. punch but didn't the result being a toss-up.
seem to have the zip to bring it
o
across.
Although the fights were not the
least on the orthodox side they
provided plenty of thrills for the
spectators.
SUMMARIES
Lightweight—Dick Berve (134),
Final arrangements have been
defeated Louis Heinrich (129).
Welterweight—Paul Bishop (140), completed for Pacific's first jaunt
to the Hawaiian Islands next fall
defeated Dave Mathews (138).
Middleweight — James Ramos when Coach A. A. Staggs gridders
(150), defeated Ted Eschwig (146). tangle with the University of
Senior Middleweight — Dan Hawaii.
The team will leave Stockton
Looney (162, defeated Bob Fergu
December 7, early enough to play
son (156).
Light Heavyweight—Walt Lead their scheduled game with the San
erich (174), defeated Leonard Ward Diego Marines that same night in
San Diego. The following day the
(170).
Heavyweight — Dub Smallwood boys hop the "Lurline" and arrive
(195), defeated
Bob Wilkinson on the Island on December 13.
On December 22 the boys take
(178).
over the "Matsonia" and head for
Referee—Bill Hunefeld.
Judges — Ralph Francis and home, arriving in Los Angeles on
the 27th. They'll be home on the
Rovis.
29th in time to prepare New Year's
Timer—Bob Coe.
Jive.
•
o
All those interested in making
the trip with the team are urged
to contact the Department of Edu
Two-hundred and fifty entrants cation immediately for further de
to Stockton Junior College in the tails, expenses, etc.
fall will be on the campus to take
their English A examinations this
Saturday. On June 3 a similar num
ber will take the Psychology exam
ination.
Hitkt4HT
o

Final Plans Made
For Hawaii Trip
Next December

Books For Rent

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND ,
ROCK
GRAVEL

PAT DUNLAP

SKATING EVERY
AFTERNOON AND
EVENING
For Special Party Rates
Phone 2-9348

21 N. Aurora St.

Student Model

ROYAL REMINGTON CORONA

INCORPORATED

"NO INTEREST —NO CARRYING CHARGE"

Telephone 6-6966

A I Art fhp Y pw

pBg
§5

Terms from 70c
Per Week

Rent a late model — $1.00 per week
(3 months for $5.00)

Stockton, California

Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

/

cv

w

STOCKTON TYPEWRITER COMPANY
436 E. Market St.

J got

Phone 2-8514
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cool though formal in a warm climate.
The new shawl collar double breasted dinner

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

Prices
From
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Each Day a Rendezvous With
Peril! Each Night a Meeting
With Romancel

ROLLA-TORIUM

$34.50

Willard Centenf ™ "" "Til'

1 //bite

DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Chapel Obser\4

Ox£y

Students who wish to read books
popular at the present time may
do so by paying five cents a day
for the use of the volumes be
longing to the Library Shelf.
Books may be kept out as long
as desired.
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391%; the Frosh followed with*.
Co
easy353%, while the Seniors brought up
s ^fines telli«*
lay,
while
the
sophs
came
t)
I
the rear with 290% counters.
hea
nd
crise® »
In the final round of the All- as expected to cop the ^itb
r
medley relay,
£ur°Pea"
the g "
College tennis championship play
Other first place winnf1
off Stewart Browne, sensational
swimming were Fre£ VanF, eas»y
there
frosh net artist came through with
clou
in the 220-yard, Jacobsen 1^S Even if
dark
flying colors to win over Francis
50-yard, Ward in the divinf"?',ng to the belleve itBanchio 6-3, 2-6, 6-3. It was a
petition and Keeble in th
? wouldn t •>
t
to
th 11
well-played, hard-fought affair all
jugt li3te
yard free style.
,.ti he
? orato:
the way with Browne having just
stu^nt .o-tl(
fCcted W fYf- persecute
an edge in most departments of GIRLS SWIMMING
play.
In the mermaid events thi'L of Je^' naganda, int
ice
The frosh garnered 44 points in tillating Sophs floundered if ^epd ' V of war, Pea
P
for
57
markers
and
left
the
problems
pr,
n>
the tennis matches, the sophs 35,
hohinJ mUl.
'6- neutrality.
l —15 fV. 1 ent( overp
.„nrT)
way behind
with only 28.®'
juniors, 32 and the seniors 30.
Juniors managed to nW'J u»e»P^W
BLOODY BOXING BOUTS
the
counters while the Seniors
joW wage®'
The boxing matches were all
showed
their great swig',,
killer-diller affairs with blood all
ability and received a big ,n'
over the place and three knock
egg for their troubles.
.jjofl
„ur cynic. "^en
outs to satisfy the hungry on-lookCarol Beth Meyers wi » says o ^^(nn_ and ei
ers. In the feature attraction in standing in her double win 'Vre a ®olutI°n
' ,1 as the nose
the heavyweight division
Dub
25-yard breast stroke and Lere as pla .wouldn't
Smallwood had his troubles with
st
IE
free style. Laura Francis B ce, THEY
thing wh
Bob Wilkinson but managed to executed some fancy doins' f. ut the
.
—
th on y
bo
pound out a close decision.
fliro
Jiinmn. Effie CaldtJ"
i . F pUt everyone
ture IRa
the diving,
^ gtr
In the light heavyweight class won the 25-yard back strok
our youth ^ pool hi
Walt Leaderich dished out some
the Sophs won both the rf and out 01
looks ai
sleeping powder to Leonard Ward, medley
medlev relav
100-vnrH- -wi
„ war.
.
relay and 100-yard
ri-ui .he a
war, ana 1heading f<
while Dan Looney did the same finish out the H-2-O event/ at THEY re of
wh
for Robert Ferguson in the senior
During the swimming met' y0u ever
middleweight division.
In the Brennan and Johnny Stolzf
about THE
1
other melees Ramos decisioned bition divers de luxe, gav^jndividuals with
Ted Eschwig, Paul Bishop took large crowd a few laugh/
ower a"d
ernatural P
T„
Dave Matthews and Richard Berne some low-brow comedy on tr hatred of humanity,
te
won over Louis Heinrich.
ing board.
af0 to carry the worl
RIDDELL STILL CHAMP
A Class Day dance wa A and ruin despite a ^
Bob Riddell had the steadiest early in the evening to rouf; men with two hands aneye among the men's bow and ar- a full day's program of , vote can do.
Cert
rowers and would have even given events.
if blame the cynic,
Coaches
Kjeldsen
and
Ja
enough
in
what
Robin Hood himself a ruh for his
lere is
money. It was the fourth straight with the able help of Midf"1^- our modern "syphi!
sons, were In charge of rf
make an graduates
year Riddell took the prize.
Cynic
of
it all.
Cordner Nelson was a close sec events and everything wef °
from
surveylng
ond. For the women Dot Bra- like clockwork.
ghetta won first place honors with
KLINES or elsewhere m
Jean Wieberts taking second place
effort®, provides a mean;
money.
In an air-tight Softball tilt, an
All-Star team had a tough time
e the problems hopeless?
downing a stubborn Senior ten,
Cooperating with women second and probably by
4 to 3. It was a pitchers' battle ganizations all over the wor more important step of
all the way with Sam Chaney College Chapel last Tuesday Lion be taken by our gen
flinging for the winners and Mc Ing at 10:45 a. m. celebrati
Donnell doing a good job for the centenary of the birth of EL road may — nay, wllllosers.
Willard,
pioneer
for
w( and weary. The foe Is ]
SWIM MEET CLOSE
rights.
] ^ hard to overcome.
Competition in the swimming
In a series of dramatic j the mind of man can <
and diving events which were held logues, Eloise Smith brougLnd, the mind of man
Wednesday night was especially life of this great leader <£ There lies our hope
keen. The Juniors came out on temperance movement to thi to come,
top with 50 markers, the Sophs ence attending the services.]
were next in line with 38, closely
The stage was devoid of [0 » ,
,
,
« .
followed by the Frosh with 37. ery except a table and chal! each generation there
The Seniors sank before they got Miss Smith managed to c* who dare to face dlffici
started and failed to earn a single the spirit of the leader ikly. Some win, some It
point.
presentation of the life of kin the greater part,
Roy Cencirulo (Jr.) was the only ces Willard, associacte of Suie of these men was J
double winner coming through in Anthony.
a pioneer In the airfine style to win both the 50-yard
An organ prelude by Pr<fce when airplanes flew a
back and 100-yard breast stroke. lan Bacon and a violin solo j„, and fell uke wounde j ,
The Frosh easily splashed their by Norman Lamb completathgrg
way to a win in the 100-yard re- service'
lts °f funny experiences t
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FLORAL CO.

Campus Representative
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By ALEX DONSKER
rlH
Coming through in the pink of style on Class?"^ „
the Juniors had a fairly easy time in most of the e
With F
and wound up far ahead of any of their opnone
cop first place inthe inter-class competition with < t!ntl • * ft. "
points. The Sophs came up strong to take second!^1 is easy- "

J. C. Exams Early

The University of New Hamp
shire has opened a new fine arts
center to provide for art study
and exhibitions.

VALLEY

Clas^Day Program Proves SucceY^Hi125 Compete In Seven Events
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CAMPUS REPS:

Archania—R. TREMBLY
Omega Phi—A. IRISH
Rhizomia —P. YOB
Men's Hall—]. TUDOR
Co-op— B. BECKER
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